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 thought and action)









(The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in 
 Islam)

"The essence of tawhid as a working

idea is equality, solidarity and freedom.

The state, from the Islamic point of

view, is an endeavour to transform these

ideal principles into space time forces,

 



and aspiration to realize them in a

d e fi n i t e  h u m an  o r g an iz a t io n . " 








 

  


"I entertain the highest respect for the

customs, laws, religious and social

institutions of other communities. Nay it

is my duty, according to teachings of the

Quran, even to defend their places of

worship if need be." 





 





   









 (interpretation) 





















 





 

 achieve Humanitarian ideal


















 (Contemporary)


 





 



 


 

"Reconstruction" 

 
"Humanity needs three things today - a

spiritual interpretation of the Universe,

spiritual emancipation of the individual

and basic principles of a Universal

import directing the evolution of human

society on a spiritual basis " 
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 Stray Reflections 


'Does Man exist?'  


 


 Anthropocentism 




 





  








 




 Duality  


 Fideism 








 













 






I am sorry that Muslims have never recognized the 

modernity   of the Quran. They instead have interpreted its

subject and truth in light of ancient peoples and thus have

 mutilated its real sense and intent.


Now along with the renaissance of Muslim communities,the 

 



renaissance of islam also is needed.













The stupidity of the average Muslim is due to the inventions

of the myth-making mullah. By exclinding hom from the 

relighous life of people,Mustafa Kamal has done something 

that would have delighted the heart of an Ibn i Taymiyah or

 Shah Waliyuaaalh.


 








 






 





 'It is easier to act than think' 
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"The  
"The Reconstruction  Development of Metaphsics in persia."

 of  Religious  Thought in Islam"
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And since God is the ultimate spritual basis of  all life, loyality

to God virtually   amounts to man's loyality to his own ideal

 nature.6
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6.The Reconstruction of Religion Though in Islam, Kita
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"The Reconstruction of Religious Thoughts 
 in Islam"

 









 



 










 

 
 
 













  

 


























 



 






 










 
 



 







 
















 


  




 



































 




"Every system of education basically

consists of a set of certain social

ideals, norms and values and is based

on a specific view of life and culture. it

is in this realm that imitation is sucidal.

On the  o the r  han d ,  as  f a r  as

t e c h n iq u e s  a n d  m e t h o d s  a r e

concerned one country can safely

profit from the experiences of others.

But great care should be taken in

respect of values, pr inciples and

ideals, for a conscious or unconscious

adoption of them may destroy the

entire fabric of a nations culture"(4)

  | 





 


 

 









"On the examination of Khudi as the

over-all and ultimate goal of education

in iqbal's perspective, the question that

arises now in this connection is related

to the content of education the srvice

of this educational objective. On this

important question, Iqbal emphasised

the teaching of  the re l ig ion or

rev ea lat ion  as  i t s  co re on  the

curriculum. He never forgave the

omission of god and Godliness from

the scheme of the education according

                to his philosophy.(5)




  

 









 


























 







 













 









 






 




 

 



 
 














 





 






 




 











 




 











 












 








  












 









 




 











 





 






 




 


 












 
      

       



 












4. Iqbal and the Islamic aims of Education, by Khurshid

Ahmed, Iqbal's Multiformity, Edited by Dr Bashir Ahmed

Nehvi, Iqbal Institute of Culture and Philosophy, University of

Kashmir, Srinager, 2001, Pp-25

5. Modern Education in Iqbal's Perspective, by G. R.

Abdullah, Modernity and Iqbal, edited by Prof. A. A. Suroor,

Iqbal Institute of Culture and Philosphy, University of

Kashmir, Srinager, 2002, Pp-77
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  The western Horizon  
"In tazkirah there are passages where one has

 



the feeling that one is reading a prose version of

some verses of Iqbal,a prose version couched in

as powerfull and moving a language as that of

        Iqbal's poetry itself " 3

 





"While portraying his objectives of 'Al-Hilal' we

find Azad stating the same what Iqbal has

        poetized in his Asrar-i-khudi" 4

 














 




















 










 




























 

























 





 





 




"Where there are certain striking similarities in

their thoughts ,we find serious differences in their

approach to many delicate problems confronting

         their era."13

















 








Prof G R Malik,the western horizon,Iqbal academy 

Pakistan,2009,p157

M.D Dhawan,Iqbal  and his equals,bhavna 

prakashan Dehli 1976,p 110





















MD Dhawan ,Iqbal and his equals,p (101) 
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  The reconstruction  of religious thought in islam





 


 (Aristotelen,Society,London) 
 

 The reconstruction of religious thiught in islam 



 






 





 

























 


























 































 


















  


knowledge and religious experience 




 knowledge 
(sciences)  

 



religion 
  

 
The heavens and the earth and  mountain

refused to carry.5                        








 refused 
 refused 










 



 "The conception of God and meaning of prayer" 




 prayer 




 prayer 


 prayer  

"The human ego -  His freedom and 
 immortality"

 







 "The spirit of muslim culture " 

 
   

 



  


"Muhammad of Arabia assended the highest Heaven

and returned .i swear by God  that if i have reached that

point ,i should never have returned." 

  






  


 


 ijtihad 





"when then is the principle of movement in the structure

of islam,this is known as ijtihad...in the  terminology of

islamic law it means to exert with  a view to form an

independent judgement on a legal question". 



 



 




  


 "Is Religion possible" 


    
"Broadly speaking Religious Life may be divided into

three periods these may be described as the periods of

Faith,Thought and Discovery ,in the first period

Religious life appears as a form of descipline which the

individual or a whole people must accept as an

unconditional command  without  any rat ional

understanding of the ultimate meaning and purpose of

that command". 




 






















" K n o w l e d g e  a n d  t h e  R e l i g i o u s  

 experience"
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 Atom 

 




 Atomism 

  Atomocity 

 Intensity 

 
 


 Egotism 
 Egoism 

 Supernatural.Eternal 




 ontological  cosmological










 











  







 









 



 














     









 




 






A Modern Historian of  

The Great  Civilization 

 Mystic Poet of Islam


 

Emotion As   (J.H Denism  
 The Basis of  Civilization





 



 

















 




 






 

  

Allama Muhammad iqbal, Reconstruction of religious thought

in islam,Adam Publishers and Distributors,New Dehli.p9
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Allama Muhammad iqbal, Reconstruction of religious  thought
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   The Mother's Dream 

  A nightingale & glow worm 


 




 A nightingale & glow 

 worm

  On a gold flinch starved to death in his cage 
 

 Ode on the recicpt of my 
 mother's picture 

 



  Love and death 


  Good bye 

The Mother's dream

(William Barnes)    

              I'd a dream to- night

               As I fell asleep

              Oh! the tonching sight

 



              Makes me still to weap:

               of my little lad,

              Gone to leave me had,

              Aye, the child I had

               But was not to keep

               As in heaven high

               I my child did seek,

               There in train, came by

               children fair and meek,

                Each in lilly white

               with a lamp aligh't

                Each was clear to sight

  But they did not speak          

               Then a little  sad 

               Came my , child in turn 

                But the lamp he had

                Oh! it didnot burn

                He to clear my doubt

               said, half -burned about

                ''your tears put it out

                mother, never mourn''

 



  



 

 
 
 
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 



''The  William Barnes 
  mother's dream''







  End Rhyme  Rhyme 

 Rhyme Scheme ABAB 

  Terccet or Triplet Rhyme scheme 

 (Rhyme) 

 
  Rhyme Scheme ABAB

 Rhyme SchemeTriplet Terecet 


 Rhyme SchemeABAB 

 Triplet Terecet 
 Rhyme Scheme'



 



 Rhyme 
 A B A B 

  Rhyme Scheme   TripletTerecet


Trimeter  Meter

 Unstressed Syllable   Meter 
 Stressed Syllable

Iambic Foot   Rhythm

  Stressed SyllableUnstressed Syllable 

 Alliteration 


(3) Oh ! The touching sight

Oh! it did not burn,  

  Didactic poem  Type of poem

 






 



 













 A Child 's Hymn  



" The Spider and the fly "  Mary Howitt 


  " Day Break "  ( Long Fellow) 








 



The spider and the fly
                                              ( Mary Howitt )

"Will you walk in to my parlour? " Said
the spider to the fly.
This the prettiest little parlour
That ever you did spy,
The way into my parlour is up a
winding stair,And I' ve many curious
things to show when you are there." "
Oh, no, no " said the little fly,to ask me
is in Vain,
For who goes up yourr can e'er come
down again!,
I' am sure you must be weary dear
wiht soaring up so high;
Wil you rest upon my little bed?" said
the spider to the fly,
There are pretty curtains  drawn
around, the sheets are fine and thin,
And if you like to rest awhile, I' ll surely
tuck you in ",
" Oh, no, no " said the little fly," for I' ve
often heard it said 
They never, never wake again who
sleep up in your bad"
Said the cunning spider to the fly:
To prove the warm affection I' ve
alwas felt for yoy?
I have with in my pentry good store of
all That's nice.
I' am sure you' re very welcom - will

 



you pleas to take a slice?"
" Oh, no, no " said the little fly,
 Kind sir, that cannot be,"
I' ve heard what's in our pantry,
and I do not wish to see!"
"Sweet creature! " said the spider,"
you're witty and you're wise,
How handsome are your gauzy wings,
how brillaint are your eyes,
I' ve a little looking - glass upon my
parlour shelf,
If you' ll step in one moment, dear
you shall behold you'rself."
I thank you, gentle sir, "she said,
 to say,
And bidding you good morning now,
I'll call another day,"
The spider turned him round about
and went into his den.,
For well he knew the silly fly would
soon come back again",
So he wove a subtle web,in a little
corner sly,
And  set his table ready dine the fly
And he came out to his door again,
and merrily did sing,
"dome hiter, hither, pretty fly, with the
peral, and silver wing,
Your robes are green and purple -
there's crest upon your head
Your  eyes are like the diamond
bright,but mine are dull as lead ! "

 



Alas, alas, how very soon this silly little fly,
Hearing this wily, flattering words,
Came slowly flitting by
With buzzing wings she hung aloft,
Then near and nearer drew,
Thinking only of her brilliant eyes,
And green and purple hue_____
Thinking only of her crested head
poor, foolish things,

At Last, 
Up jumped the Cunning spider,

And fiercely held her fast.
He dragged her up his winding stair,
Into his dismal den,
with in his little parlour- but she,
ne'er came out again ! 

.



 



 

                                                            

 
 

 
 
 




 
 
 
  

 
  
 







 



 
 
 
 

  

  
   




  
 





  The Spider  Mary Howitt 
 and fly

Rhyme  Couplet Stanza 
End Rhyme  scheme

 Rhyme Scheme AA,BB,CC 


 slant Rhyme 

 



(1) The spider turned him around about and went in to his

den,

 for well he knew the silly fly would come soon, come back

again.

(2) He dragged her up his winding stairs, into his dismal den,

with in his little parlour but she,ne'er come out again.


Thinking only of her crested head poor foolish things

 up jumped the cunning spider,And fiercely held her high.

  P e n t a m e t e r  M e t e r

Unstressed Syllable  Pentameter 
 Stressed Syllable 

  Iabmic Foot  Rhythm

  Stressed  Syllable  Unstresed Syllable

  Dramatic Poem  Type of poem








 




   Personification





 


Rhyme: Use of identical of similar sounds.
Rhyme scheme: The pattern of Rhymes at the

         end of the lines.      

Letters of alphablet are assigned to indicate

different Rhymes.A for the first,B,for Second

rhymes are similar, .ABAB= 1st and 3rd lines   

2nd and  4 th  l ines  rhymes a re  s imi la r ,

Meter:  Refers to the number of ''feet'' of  a

       specific kind in a line    of poetry. 

Foot: Is Measurement for one unit of poetry,

Rhythem: is sound pattern using one or more

        kinds of meter.

End Rhyme: When the endings of final words in

        lines have identical sounds, 

 



Slant Rhyme: Inexant rhymes are simlar but not

        identical.

Alliteration: repetition of sounds in the initial

        position word.

C o u p l e t s :   T w o  s a m e  r h y m e  l i n e s .

Iambic:   A Foot with two syl lable one is

u n s t r e s e d ,  t h e n  a  s t r e s s e  S y l l a b l e .

         Trimeter : 2 foot line.

        pentameter : 5 foot line.

        (Ref):

(1)  Rhythm in poetry, created by Jenifer landry

         May 2009

(2)  Style, sound and structure of poetry, the

        technical stuff, by Mr.Farris

(3)  Barbara. F.Mc Manus tools for Analyzing

         poetry Nov. 2007)

  +  +  
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Functional 
 Value







 




35 1976  1

 34 1986  2

133  3

51 1984  4

57-59   5





 











 












 
 







 



  Secrets of Self
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Iqbaliyat: A Refereed Journal of
 Iqbal Studies

 Iqbaliyat: A Refereed Journal of Iqbal Studies, published 
annually by the Iqbal Institute of Culture and Philosophy,
University of Kashmir,  is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal

dedicated to the Iqbal studies .The journal encourages critical
and comparative perspectives on Allama Iqbal's thought and
poetry and is open to contributions in all areas related to Iqbal

studies. 
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Dr. Sheikh Mohammad Iqbal

Applications of Iqbal's Love for the Prophet ?

INTRODUCTION

 Allamah Iqbal's "Was a Mission, sublime, supreme and 

forceful, aimed at achieving resurgence both Islamic and

Human.  Inna tely devoted to God Almighty and

Muhammad, the final Messenger, on him be peace, He

stood for implementation of the programme of The Quran.

His poems present him to be the consistent traveler in the

kingdom of love and be attitude. A broadminded patriot,

Iqbal was a Pan-Islamist at his heart."

 It is hazardous, indeed, to claim the degree of love of 

the apostle of mercy, on him Be peace, without one's

credentials. Allamah Muhammad iqbal's Love for him, too,

 



would have been uninspiring had he not had full faith in

him as also a kind of connection. His study of some

eulogies of the prophet in Persian led him to the view that

these had created a situation to be tackled by muslims of

uniform belief. After dueinvestigation he found that many

suf i s  and  poe ts  were  in  the  main  def ic i en t  in

comprehending Muhamad ? right place in the divine order,

and that their steps had staggered on the waywhile seeking

light. Some of them even made the religion of Islam turbid

by bringing in their superstitions and fables. S. Abid Ali

opines that Iqbal doubted them veracity as to their intimacy

with the apostle, on him be peace. Turning to that

magnanimous personage, he found in him nothing wanting,

no imperfection, no lack of ingredients, besides possessing

a clear vision and a discerning eye. Iqbal firmly believed

that Muhammad, on him be Peace had delivered the

message we received from the most high. leaving out no

part of it. He found every excellence in him in accordance

with the Hadith, e.g., Kana Khuluouhul Quran . Iqbal

 



perceived in him simplicity, mercy, tolerance and patience.

Like the Salf Al-Salihin, he believed that the perfection the

apostle had attained had neither been seen under the

firmament before nor was it to be noted in Future. From his

Intensive quests Iqbal inferred that Islam in reality was the

passion for Allah and his Prophet. 

 Enlightened by and satisfied with his findings, 

Iqbal  exclaimed:  



Then he spoke of a unique offer which calle for

unconditional loyality to the apostle by the seeker of truth: 



 And this loyality was demanded by virtue of the 

Prophet's being the best example to be followed. In his

ecstatic state, the verses that the poet-philosopher

composed were at once inspiring, moving and vivacious

when sung with attention. 

 



 Allamah Iqbal's faith in the apostle, on him be peace, 

was founded on his deep thought reflected in his exalted

ideas coming forth from his personal laboratory. The

fundamental reason of his total surrender was the principle

of Al-Tawhid on which God's final Messenger, on him be

peace, had raised the imposing edifice of Islamic teachings.

He made a vigorous assault on the disruptive theory of

duality to have grown in various cultures resulting in the

separation of a plain religion from the state. No one, not

even the powerful Christian Church could reunite them

because of the rulers greed and the corruption of the clergy.

Allamah Iqbal understood well that the miracle of joining

the two had been worked by the celebrated dweller of the

Arabian desert who banished quality altogether as enjoined

by the quran. To the depressed masses he gave the good

tidings of peace and justice and ground these on the fear of

Allah .  Muhammad ? ,  likewise, ensured that the

integration of Religion and state would bring back security

 



 and success to a deprived humanity . 




 Allamah Iqbal Painfully noted that the corrupt ajamite 

and magian influences had crept into Islamic religious

code, causing a diversion in Muslim society by dividing

reality into Shariat and Tariqat. At places the clear text of

the holy Quran was doubly interpreted, one for the

commons and the other for those sufis who gave

themselves out as 'repositories' of the secrets of the lords

creation. The fundamentals of Islam were treated as

optional and instead the so-called discipline of spineless

spiritual circle was enforced. Thus the pristine Arabian

 faith was buried under the Ajamite  notions and whims so 

   

 
That Iqbal had to complain in His fury:

 The worse that occurred after religious decline was 

 



that many muslim communities began looking to the West

for 'guidance' while the West itself was lost in the morass

of duality, separating the State from religion, The society

from morality, and, Science from Gnosis ('Irfan). The West

and its satillites in the East have since succumbed to the

endemic disease only to court instant disaster. According to

Allamah Muhammad Iqbal, the solution to the problems of

mankind lay in rushing back to the Prophet of Realism and

Justice, on him be peace, because it was he who effected a

deadly blow to the anarching theory of separation. The

theists of the world, he thought, could save themselves

from the licentious attempts of the strayed nations at

altering their healthy ideology. 

 Many of us may be keen to have a glimpse of Allama 

Iqbal's own standing in the spiritual domain. This inspiring

aspect of his life seems beyond the capacity of the humans

unless they are armed with deep study and fertility of mind.

From what we learn about him in the writings of Dr.

 



Khalifah Abdul Hakeem, Justice ( Dr.) Javid Iqbal, Abul

Athr, Hafez Jalandhari Miyan Bashir Ahmad and others, it

appears that he had the traits of a common Muslim. Yet, his

distinctions lay elsewhere, --in his prose and poetry, his

multifarious activities in politics and society, his private

relations, and, his sustained effort to contribute to the good

of humanity. Iqbal abhorred ostentation he prayed but did

not demonstrate. Himself contented, he avoided running

after the world. Two things seem to have earned him

prominence and fame:His deep attachment to the Holy

Quran and his vigils when he pondered over the Creation

and its Purpose. It was the portion of time when he plunged

into the ocean of ideas that transformed him into the

source-spring of Islamic Wisdom so that the delicious

streams of milk and honey gushed forth from it in the form

of his exquisite verses, verbal utterances, inspiring

messages and touching letters. When his fans demanded,

he would even sing his poems melodiously not for his

 



benefit but the benefit of the needy institutions. 

 In the Blessed Realm of the Spirit, Allamah Iqbal, 

seemed in the close vicinity of the Lord and the Lord's

Apostle, on him be peace. As verse 122 of Surah

(Allah is  Al-Maidah, 

pleased with them and they with Him), confirms the status

of the Truth-loving, Trustworthy men of Faith, and that is

Regarded as dignified success of such of his servents.

Again, Iqbal's spiritual intimacy, easily visible to human

eye, was not only because of his understanding of the

Prophet's supreme Mission and Message, and the resultant

anthology, but also the Divine affirmation contained in

(Now  verse 128 of Surah A;-Taubah

hath  come unto  you  an  Apos t le  f rom amongs t

you….)which implicitly applied to all, was surely a source

of solace to Muhammad Iqbal ( RA). It is , however, tragic

that with his 'unseen spiritual contacts', conditions kept him

from making a formal visit to the Haramain Al-Sharifain.    

 



 Prof. M. Tahir Faruqi writes whenever the Allamah 

intended to proceed for the sacred journey, his physical

indisposition hindered him from doing so. It would have

been in the fitness of things had he planned a programme

of Ziyarah while going to or returning from Europe which

Continent he visited in connection with the study of Law,

Research and Round Table Conferences. Prof. Faruqi

mentions when he completed Armaghan-e Hijaz, the

Allamah used to say that the collection had in it some gaps

which could be filled during his sojourn in Makkah and

Madinah. Though he was not destined to go there

physically, his faith in and love for the Apostle of Mercy,

on him be peace, was so great that in his special moods and

situations, the Allamah felt his presence at the Prophetic

Court, and therewith, he refreshed his soul and self. It is

interesting to note that when Abul Athr Hafeez Jalandari

proceeded for Hajj he went to solicit the Allamah's

permission to leave. At an interview Hafeez told Prof.

 



Mohammad Munawwar ( Iqbal: Poet, Philosopher of Islam)

That the Allamah " Fervently Insisted that I should take

Shah Namah with Me, and, if possible, dedicate it to the

eternal glory of the Holy Prophet, on him be peace."

      Alamah Iqbal's communion with Allah Subhanahu and 

his sense of belonging to Muhammad combined to give

him a heart of which the throbs used to signal spiritual

'Arrivals' (Waridat). Iqbal had a live soul, and this savours

of an absorbing story. Abul Athr Hafeez told Prof. M.

Munawwar that when the Allamah was nearing his earthly

end, "His last behest was that I should not forgetto write an

elegy. I was destined to compose more than one elegy in

his memory."  Hafeez  added then:  "Dr .  Al lamah

Muhammad Iqbal (Ra) was, indeed, the Man with an

immortal spirit, a spirit that will march on triumphantly and

reanimate the desiccated souls of every generation. To me,

an elegy on Iqbal is a contradiction in terms and a

misnomer, for, 'can you mourn a soul that never dies.'

 



 In the IHSAN (the issue of 27th April, 1938) , it is 

mentioned that the Editor of this Paper, Murtaza Ahmed

Khan was at midnight drawn to the grave of Allamah Iqbal

where a Majzub, Baba Ayyub, was meditating When asked

why he was there, the Baba smiled and replied, his eyes

emitting fire: "Don't you know, the blessed cavalcade of the

Apostle of God, will be passing by, and I am appointed as a

aguard here?" Murtaza Khan said that he trembled on

hearing it and did not return to his own until the morning. I

am constrained to relate a like incident on the authority of a

senior contemporary, formerly a high official, who was

studying in the Punjab University, Lahore, in 1938. He

narrated to me that it was usual with him to pass by a

cloth-merchant in Anarkali, and sit in his shop to refresh

after attending classes. For many days in April he did not

go there because of exams. It was after 21st of month that

he visited the shop outside of which  there sat a naked

mendicant. As he got into the shop he was astonished to

 



hear from the merchant's servant that the other day the

Baba had suddenly cried ( and this for the first time in

fourteen years) , "bring a sheet at once and cover me." The

boy asked "why Baba?' and he said, "Don't you see, the

Apostle of Allah is coming over there? Surprisingly, when

they looked in that direction it was beheld that a vast

funeral procession of Allamah Iqbal (RA) was heading

towards Badhshahi Mosque. 

 Some years ago at a banquet in the downtown, I 

happened to relate the above event in a majlis. There sat

beside us an old invitee from Nava Kadal, as he listened to

me, he disclosed to my wonderment that he was the servant

at the cloth-merchant's shop on the occasion of Allamah

Iqbal's passing away. 

 Concluding, I should venture to say that Allamah 

Iqbal's legacy of literature is cosmopolitan and his message

universal. He has to deliver a word for everyone. What he

says as a revivalist emanates from his ideological

 



attachment to the Holy Quran and love of its Eminent

Bearer. In conformity with the essence of the former, and

exemplary conduct of the latter, Iqbal at once stands for

humanism, pan -Islamism and Muslim Renaissance. To

him a human being is precious, a believer is gracious, and,

all the Evil is infectious. He is the lover of one who loves

his endearing Prophet, oh him be peace, because it was he

who decisively implemented the principle Al-Tawhid. By

virtue of his merits, Iqbal is privileged to warn the sufis,

the scholars and the obscurant devotees telling them

categorically that the love of his duty to brutally resist the

materialism of the west and turn down their political

pretensions. The Allamah has a message for the youth of

the Ummah to create in them a sense of accountability and

a vision.  He strives to teach both the instructor and the

learner to restore their fallen society to its former glory,

enlightenment, tolerances and hurdles, and ceaselessly

struggle, with their backs to the stormy experiments and are

 



exerting to weed their way through hindrances and hurdles

and ceaselessly struggle, with their backs to the wall, for a

higher objective and ideal , deserve an ample sadaqah from

the treasure house of Allamah Iqbal's love of the Prophet,

on him be peace, and also, are entitled to at least a fraction

of his literary munificence  that his fortune contemporaries

used to enjoy. As we await a heartening response from the

Providence, it is Iqbal who heightens our spirits by

assuring us. 

     

 I wish this eager gathering to attach the right goal and  

all that which is good and great!

 Allamah Iqbal's claim to his love for the Prophet  of 

Mercy was supported by credentials he had bagged through

patient study and investigation. But he was at a a loss to

find some of the sufis, poets and some eulogists deficient

in comprehending Muhammad ? right place in the Divine

Order. And instead of serving the Faith they made it turbid

 



through their superstitions, reducing Islamic fundamentals

to optional practices and bringing in their own notions and 

myths. Iqbal had to complain in hi fury: 

 
 

 Disappointed with the so-called repositories of the 

'secrets' of the Creation, Iqbal turned to the magnanimous

personage of Muhammad ? for an answer. He found in him

a perfect nodal with excellences and qualities, virtues and

values in accordance with the Hadith, Kana Khuluquhu

Quran. Iqbal believed that in perfection the Apostle had no

parallel in the past nor could there be in the future. 

 The Allamah was further impressed by the Apostle's 

singular achievement of banishing the theory of duality to

have been advanced by various ancient cultures such as the

ajamites and the Magians. According to Iqbal it was the

celebrated dweller of the Arabian Desert who joined the

State with Religion and society with morality. Iqbal recites: 

 



 
 At the same time, it was unbearable for Allamah Iqbal 

to some muslim communities turning to the West for

'Guidance' even the West itself had been lost in the morass

of duality, separating the State from the Church and

Science from Gnosis (Irfan) 

 From his intensive quests, Iqbal  had inferred that Islam 

in reality was the passion for the latter by finding access to

the spiritual domain. And one may like to have glimpse of

Iqbal's standing in that domain. This inspiring aspect of

Allamah Iqbal's life seems beyond the capacity of the

humans unless they are armed with deep study and

fertility and cleanliness of mind…..

 From his intensive quests, Iqbal had inferred that Islam 

in reality was the passion for God and his Prophet in a finer

sense. Enlightened by and satisfied with his findings, he 

exclaimed .



 



 Then he spoke of a unique offer which called for 

unconditional loyality to the Apostle by the seeker of

Truth:


 And this loyality was demanded by virtue of his being 

the best example state, the verses that the poet- philosopher

composed were  
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Prof. Hamid Naseem Rafiabadi

Kashmiris Contribution to Iqbalian Studies

 Jagan Nath Azad once remarked that iqbal had a love 

relationship with the people of Kashmir as he was kashmiri

by race and a well-wisher ( Gham gusar) of the Kashmirs.

Till his last breath his concern with Kashmir has never

faded away. 

 Kashmir has had been famous for its literary and 

scholarly past and Iqbal was one of the most glittering stars

in the galaxy of the luminous personages of Kashmir. Iqbal

has earned a name in the world of philosophy and

scholarship that no other person could envy. The books and

articles on him exceed 5000 in about 40 languages of the

world .

 It was in backdrop of this reality that in 1977 Iqbal 

Chair was installed in Kashmir University by the directive

 



of the former Chief Minister of J& k late Sheikh

Muhammad Abdulah, Aali Ahmad Suroor was made the

first Iqbal Professor and it was after two years in May 21,

1979 that due to the efforts of Aali Ahmad Saroor the Chair

was designated as Iqbal Institute and its academic and

research activities started. Iqbal institute Kashmir

University is one of pioneering institutes which has some

peculiarities and has proven its worth beyond doubt. The

Institute is now Christianized as Iqbal Institute for Culture

and Philosophy. From its inception till date the Institute has

organized many seminars, published scores of books

organized hundreds of extension lectures and conducted

innumerable seminars and conferences apart from

producing many research scholars who have worked on the

novel and variegated dimensions of the art, poetry and

thought of the poet philosopher of the east. 

 Aali Ahmad Saroor has, in a sense, set the future agenda 

for the Insti tute in his inaugural address.  He had

maintained that in Iqbal both the self realisation and

 



 awareness about the universe was intertwined ( P-131)

 In this speech Prof. Saroor had lamented that the 

progressive writers had not done justice with Iqbal but on

the other hand the eulogizing attitude of some circles had

added more confusions about Iqbal's real stature. But

according to Prof. Saroor in the Philosophy of Iqbal Ijtihad

was of cardinal  significance as was the modernist trend of

 his poetry according. (P-131) 

 First point to be considered in the opinion of Prof 

Saroor was that before everything else Iqbal was a poet.

His voice was individualistic as well as social in its nature

as he had engaged himself in a social discourse. He was

both romantic and modernist but he was conscious of his

traditions and his classical background. Iqbal no doubt was

against westernization but not against modernization. He

just objected to the atheistic capitalistic and mechanical

thought and system and not the science and its importance. 

 He upheld its humanist traditions and accommodative 

nature, according to Prof. Saroor. "In the same way Iqbal

 



was  an intel lectua l  and  never was  opponent  of

 intellectualism".

 Thus Prof. Saroor laid down the ideals of Institute in 

for future. He worked singlehandedly for two years and

 arranged seminars and extension lectures on Iqbal .

 In 1979 Dr. Amin Andrabiwas selected as lecturer and 

in 1980 Kabir ahmad Jaisi was appointed as Reader in The

Institute. 

 A seminar was held on Iqbal and Sufism in 1977 and it 

was inaugrated by Shaikh Muhammad Abdullah and

scholars like Sayeed Akbarabadi, Aalam Khundmiri and

 Jagan Nath Azad participated in it. 

 In 1978 another seminar was held on Iqbal and the 

West. In 1979 a seminar was held on the Islamic

Resurgence. The other seminars which were held related to

poetics of Iqbal, Fani Badauni, Hasrat Mohani. As

seminars on Iqbal and Modernism was held in 1981 and in

this seminar apart from other scholars, Prof. Mushirul Haq

 also had participated.

 



 In 1983 a seminar on Sufism in India was held and in 

1984 a seminar on Iqbal and Urdu Nazm was held. In the 

same way in 1984 a seminar was held on Urdu poetics.         

 Apart from seminars and conferences extension lectures 

were also arranged during the tenure of Prof. Saroor and

some prominent scholars like S K Ghosh, Prof. Daya

Khrisnan, Khushwant Singh. Prof. A T Ambary, Prof. Syed

Vahiddudin, and Syed Hamid are among the famous

scholars who were invited to deliver lectures. Annemarie

Schimmel was also invited to deliver lecturers on Islam and

mysticism and she was the honorary visiting fellow of the

Institute during the Directorship of Prof Saroor. It is

pertinent to mention that the world renowed scholar and

Shah Faisal Awardee Abul Hassan Nadwi gave lectures on

 Islam in Modern age in the Institute. 

 After Directorship of Prof. Saroor, Prof.Muhammad 

Amin Andrabi took charge in 1987 as in charge director for

two years and afterwards Sabih Ahmad Kamali remained

Director for about one and a half year and in 1990 Dr.

 



Andrabi was appointed  Director again and in all he was

Director for about 11 years. He organized a seminar on the

Metaphor in Iqbal's poetry in 1977 and also in Iqbal's

Persian poetry, Iqbal's poetry and rhetoric, and in 1995 on

Iqbal and Quran. etc 

 In 1995 and 1996 a seminar was held on iqbalian

studies in Kashmir and Jammu respectively. 

In 1999 Prof. Andrabi retired and Prof Bashir Ahmad 

Nahvi became the Director of the Institute.

 During the tenure of Prof. Nahvi, the Institute got a 

new vigour and vitality and seminars and conferences on

the Prophetic Seerah, education, Iqbal and Character

Building, Review of works on Iqbal were held alongside

the regular programmes on Iqbal. A seminar was held on

the great Iqbalian scholar in 2004 entitled "Jagan Nath

Azad". 

 Iqbal's thougt and philosophy is multidimensial and 

very holistic as well as eclectic in nature, so are the

contributions of this Institute. Therefore any research on

 



Iqbal requires an acumen and the versatility on the part of

the researchers. A part from these formal programmes,

Iqbal Institute has the vintage point of being the hub on

intellectual and academic activities from very beginning

which has continued uninterrupted till date and as a matter

of fact almost all important experts on Iqbal have visited

this Institute and delivered lectures here, these include

Annemarie Schimmek, Alam Khundmiri Mauana Taqi

Ameeni,  Prof.  Syed Vahiduddin,  Sayeed Ahmad

Akbarabadi, Abul Hassan Nadwi, etc. Moreover the best

academic and scholarly gaints like Aali Ahmad Saroor

(famous literary critic, thinker and a famous Urdu writer),

Sabih Ahmad Kamali ( the translator of Imam Ghazzali's

famous classic Tahafut al Falasifah) ,Kabir Ahmad jaisi ( a

renowned Islamic and Persian Scholar) etc have worked as

the directors of this Institute. 

 Thus the Institute was fortunate enough to have been 

directed by these well meaning and erudite scholars and

luminaries who were in real sense of the word the true heirs

 



of the cultural and literary heritage and traditions Iqbal

which was representing in the wider sense of the term.

 Prof. Saroor as a Director for ten years guided all the 

activities of this Institute and after him for about one and

half years Prof. Sabih Ahmad Kamali became director of

the Institute. Dr. Muhammad Amin Andrabi was the next

director when the former director left valley and he

remained director of the Institute for about 11 years and

finally Prof. Bashir Ahmad Nahvi became its director in

1999. He continued as the director of this prestigious

Institute for about 12 years, which is now known as Iqbal

 Institute of Culture and Philosophy.

 These stalwarts of Iqbalian ethos were followed by 

Kashmiri directors of the Institute who had the advantage

of being trained by these forerunners. These include Prof.

Muhammad Amin Andrabi and Prof Bashir Ahmad Nahvi

which have proved to be the true assets for the institute

after they imbibed the scholarly and scholastic traits from

these luminaries and have contributed substantially to the

 



onward march of the Institute. 

 The Publication of Institute is a valuable addition to 

the literature produced on Iqbal anywhere in the world.

There have been three kinds of activities carried on by the

Institute. First can be seen in form of the researchers made

on Iqbal from the Institute In this category are included the

glorious traditions set in motion by Iqbal in literature both

in Persian and Urdu. This very important dimension has

been highlighted by the Institute through its publications,

seminars, conferences and extension lectures and in the

second category fall the literary and academic activities of

the Institute which detail its contribution towards

understanding Iqbal's works in prose, his letters and

lectures and especially Iqbal's  magnum opus The

Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam . 

 Third activity of the Institute has had been to promote 

Urdu and Persian language as both these languages were

chosen by Iqbal to express his great ideas and present a

global vision of Islam before the world through the medium

 



 of localized Urdu and globally viable Persian . 

 Iqbal's universal and vitalist message could be easily 

discerned from his English lecture series now found in

form of The Reconstruction of Religious Thoughtin Islam . 

 In this category can be included the valuable 

contributions made by the Institute towards understanding

the Seerah of the Prophet (SAW) and conduct of naatia and

Husaini poetical sessions almost every year from last

several years now.

 Moreover this 38 year old institute produced more than 

one hundred  PhDs and M.Phil scholars.

 Apart from format activities, the Institute has so far 

distributed, about 2,00000 stickers containing Urdu and

Persian couplets of Iqbal, free of cost. Mobile seminars and

symposia were also conducted by the Institute almost at all

important townships of Kashmir throughout these years

after Prof. Bashir Ahmad took over the charge of

Directorship of the Institute. 

 Some important research publications were published 

 



like "letters of Iqbal" , "Iqbal and Humanism", "Iqbal and

Arab World", "The Stalwards of Iqbal's thought" and

"Critical Review of Iqbal's Reconstruction" etc during this

period.

 During the Directorship of Prof. Nahvi some important 

assignments were taken in hand by the Institute and visiting

fellows like Professor Abdul Haq, Prof. Marghoob Banhali

and Dr. Badruddin were engaged to make studies on

Iqbalian thought more vibrant and inclusive However, more

research is needed on the Reconstruction of Iqbal especially

the aspect of Ijtihad as was already mentioned by Prof

Saroor. It is very heartening that Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad

Ganai has worked on this subject in a commendable

manner, but still this theme is worth more and more

deliberations in the whole philosophical system of Iqbal . 
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Dr.Mohammad Maroof shah 

 Why Read Iqbal's Reconstruction in the 21st ceentury

 Iqbal's is the unique flowering of poetical, mystical and 

philosophical genius in recent Islamic history. He has few

predecessors and fewer inheritors. His encyclopedic mind

wrestled with almost all the important issues that modern

Muslim and modern man confronts in his life's odyssey.

His attempt of bridging philosophy and religion, or in

general, knowledge and religion is unique in boldness and

originality. What makes him truly modern and gives him a

permanent places in the annals of modern history is his

largely forgotten gospel of religious modernism, The

Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam.

 The Reconstruction makes Iqbal the most important 

intellectual of modernist Islam. His unique contribution in

appropriating modern science and its methodological and

 



philosophical premises in Islam has however not been duly

appreciated. In an unprecedented move in Islamic history

he reinterpreted the idea of finality of prophethood in such

terms as to legitimize the birth of the modern world and its

scientific project.  His apology for the modern age that

defines itself with respect to modern science constitutes a

very interesting chapter not only in the history of Islam but

also that of modern thought. His demythologizing,

evolutionist, empiricist, inductionist, rationalist reading of

Islam consti tutes his unique contribution in the

development of modernist Islam. His Reconstruction is an

attempt in the direction of appropriating modern scientific

thought in Islam.  His brilliant insights in this context need

to be foregrounded and critically evaluated. Iqbal has

written and embarked on hitherto unprecedented enterprise

of reconstruction of traditional religious thought in the

contex t o f modern  sc ien ti f ic and phi losophica l

developments. This kind of title of any book and this kind

of reconstructive work implying reconstruction of

traditional metaphysical-philosophical-theological-juristic

 



thought structures has never been proposed in the history of

Islam before him. There is a huge difference between

reconstruction and reinterpretation. Many think that Iqbal

has just written some sort of a new tafsir like so many new

commentaries that have been read in the modern age. The

fact is that he he has attempted to write a prolegomena to

new kalam. Reconstruction is the boldest ever critique of

received/traditional religious thought in the light of modern

episteme. It is the most frantic and intellectually advanced

attempt to reconcile the cognitive and epistemic universe of

traditional Islam with that of modern scientific and

philosophical/thought. It attempts to reorient or restructure

traditional hierarchy of power relations. One can safely

assert that the Muslims have not realized the significance

of this Iqbal who wrote Reconstruction. This book has

either not been read or understood or reckoned with

seriously by the Muslims although it does inform some of

the most brilliant minds amongst Muslim  philosophers

and hermeneutics deployed by Muslim feminists and,

paradoxically, certain revivalist streaks as well.  It is a

 



difficult read as it demands good familiarity with

everything that constitutes modern episteme - one must

have a deep acquaintance with the whole philosophical

tradition of the West, especially its post-Cartesian

developments, with modern science and its methodological

a n d  p h i l o s o p h i c a l  a s s u mp t i o n s ,  w i t h  mo d e r n

social-political and economic structures that shape modern

mind, with changed perception that has grown from a sort

of frameshift mutation of the traditional religious

(Christian) Weltanschuaang. Understanding Reconstruction

also needs a knowledge of such variety of disciplines as

modern physics, psychology and psychoanalysis, biology

and even mathematics to certain extent. One must also have

a good understanding of history of civilizations and

religions and especially of Muslim history to properly

contextualize and foreground the theses of Reconstruction.

The integrated knowledge of both sciences of humanities,

both traditional and modern, alone will allow one to

properly understand and appreciate the radical nature of his

claims made in Reconstruction. 

 



  Iqbal and his Reconstruction are phenomena in 

themselves and history hardly ever repeats such

phenomena. His appropriation of modern science in Islam,

his rereading of Sufism and his individualist religious

metaphysics are uniquely his and constitute his originality.

Ulema have some reservations about the whole project of

reconstruction and the same have been expressed by such

responses as that of Syedsulaiman Nadvi who stated that "it

would have been better if Iqbal had not written it." Saeed

Akbar Abadi's defense of Reconstruction  in traditional

terms has not found and perhaps cannot find much favour

with the generality of Ulema. Iqbal's concept of ego, his

individualistic metaphysics, his "divinization of time," his

epistemology, his rejection of orthodox Unitarian Sufi

metaphysics, his theological and philosophical dualism, his

humanist orientation, his evolutionist and empiricist

approach, his concept of God's omniscience and freedom,

his view of good and evil, his concept of taqdir and so

many other dimensions of his metaphysical and theological

t h o u g h t - a l l  a r e  n o t  e a s i l y  r e c o n c i l a b l e w i t h

 



traditional/orthodox interpretation of Islam. Iqbal has

reread Rumi and certain other great classical authorities

and conceptions of traditional Islam from the perspective of

philosophy of ego and this constitutes his unique approach

to Islam. There is no other modern Muslim philosopher or

traditional scholar who has done anything comparable.

Iqba l  a nd  h is  overa l l  ph i losophy,  no t  jus t  h i s

Reconstruction are phenomena in themselves, unique,

unprecedented. Iqbal is in himself an institution, a school

that originated with him. Here I intend neither to defend nor 

to critique Iqbal vis-à-vis traditional metaphysical/ mystical/ 

religious thought spearheaded by either the exoteric ulema 

or the Sufi authorities or the perennialists but just point out

how radical a divergence is between the two. 

 I again emphasize, as prefatory remark, that without a 

deep familiarity with such abstruse metaphysical and Sufi

works as Insani Kamil of Al-Jili, Fusus of Ibn Arabi, such

modern philosophers as Hegel, Nietzsche, Bergson etc.,

such scientific works as Darwin's Origin of Species,

Freud's important works, Fraser  and Comte's works, such

 



physicist philosophers as Einstein and Eddington, such

theosophical works as Secret Doctrine  to name only a few,

doing justice to Iqbal or his Reconstruction is not possible.

Another point is understanding Islam - its doctrines, both at

theological and metaphysical planes, its esoteric and

exoteric dimensions, its symbolist sciences. It is safe to

assert that most interpretations and appropriations of Islam

with which we are flooded are guilty of meaning closure as

they ignore/marginalize some aspect or dimension of Islam

as an integral metaphysical-mystical-theological tradition.

Islam ultimately is practical existential affair; it is a matter

of realization rather than disputation. Faith and metaphysic

transcend language and thought. And it is only to the pure

in heart to which is granted God's vision. Reason is limited;

it cannot comprehend the Infinite that traditional

metaphysics (but not its modern Western counterpart)

tackles. Mysteries of faith become clear to only those who

purify themselves with severe moral discipline as Iqbal

emphasizes in his Asrar and Ramooz. It is ultimately only

in silence that God dawns. This is because God transcends

 



phenomena and all categorical frameworks.  He is not

caught in the net of language. Those who are closer to God

know that he is to be attained by humility and faqr and in

the believer's heart in utter silence. Exoteric Mutakallim

and faqeeh with their propositional exoteric approach

cannot comprehend or apprehend God as Iqbal also says.

We need to  be lovers to have some glimpse of

transcendence. Love alone can transcend finitude. Iqbal's

whole metaphysics of love makes this point admirably.

Many fatawa were issued against him but he didn't consider

them worth reckoning and how could he for even Jibriel

was his prey and he was the only secret in seena-i-kaayinat,

and deemed man to be masjoodi kayinat. 

 We need to rediscover Iqbal in light of his forgotten/ 

ignored/misappropriated Reconstruction. Their relevance

for modern(ist) Islam can't be overemphasized. The epochal

significance of Reconstruction which is a key in

understanding this seminal thinker of the 20th century

Islam lies in:

1. Plea for opening the gates of absolute Ijtihad 

 



(ijtihad-i-mutlaq).

2 . Questioning many an outworn theological and juristic

 dogmas that do not have any Quranic warrant.

3.   Anticlerical spirit of Islam.

4 . Questioning or pointing out all pervasive 

influence of Greek thought on Islamic heritage and arguing 

for emancipation from it.

5 . A unique attempt to bridge the West and the East by 

focusing on a sort of modern  reading of Islam which is

seen as a bridge builder as though originating from the East

has intellectual affinities with the West.

6. How creative and fruitful can be an encounter between 

Islam and the West and pointing out hitherto unheeded

affinities between them; how Islam has a potential to adapt

to modernity and how the latter could be moulded in an

Islamic framework is brilliant.

7 . Amongst a variety of responses to modernity such as 

traditionalist,  fundamentalist, neofoundationist and

secularist Iqbalian "inner radicalist" interpretation of Islam

in response to modernity and a sort of Islamized modernity

 



has the merit of being capable of wide appeal to modern

audience that is  influenced by thought structures of

post-Renaissance - empirical scientific inductionist

evolutionist this-worldly orientation. Iqbal takes modernity

as 'the given' with its concrete mind and to physiology and

then tries to interpret/reconstruct religious thought of

Islam. For many modern thinkers which include some

influential theologians Iqbalian type of response is the only

possible religious response that could be taken seriously by

modern man. For the modern scientific mind Iqbal's case is

a worth reckoning one and cannot be a priorily dismissed.

The secular scientific colouring of almost everything

modern incapacitates modern man from sympathetically

responding to traditional religious thought structures as

they stand. In a world that declares itself post-Darwinian

post-Nietzschan and post-Freudian and now post-modern

where traditional religious symbols are either rejected or

appropriated in a secular perspective as essentialistic

thinking is disparaged, the God of exoteric theology who

stands over and against man as some interested being and

 



manipulator of human destiny and the universe and

threatening human individuality and freedom, is dead. This

is a world where nothing makes sense except in the light of

evolution and which is committed to some sort of

progressivist  myth where material biological and

psychological roots of human personality are very much

emphasized and taken as ab initio for any other reading of

man such as spiritual one, where science stands almost as a

metanarrative, reason's authority is supreme and where

anthropocentric humanistic secularist assumptions are so

deeply entrenched - in short where everything that goes by

the name of tradition is suspect - Iqbal's modernist

sounding reading of tradition is of great value. If modern

man is not willing to renounce modernity with its

aintitraditional commitments lock, stock and barrel and is

still in search of a soul he would possibly see his salvation

in such appropriations of modernity as that of Iqbal. To

enter a dialogue with modernity on latter's terms is possible

(to negotiate sulahi-hudaibiyah with it) in Iqbalian

modernist reconstructionist perspective. If the West cannot

 



fundamentally reconsider instrumental rationality and its

grand achievements and is not quite favorably taking

mystico-metaphysical outlook and is irrevocably committed

to the realm of finitude and some sort of humanism Iqbal's

personalist philosophy and individualist religious

metaphysics has something to offer for consideration.

8 . If reconstruction of religious thought is a need as 

modernists argue then Iqbal's is a great contribution. He has

provided the methodology and theory for modernist reading

of Islam that might be contested on many points, especially

in details, but may be conceded as a restatement of

traditional position that ultimately doesn't leave the

horizons of the Tradition.

9. Without completely breaking from the past we must 

boldly chart fresh terrains. We must apply the principle of

movement not only to fiqh but to other domains of

religious thought in order to encounter modern challenges.

Iqbal, unlike some extreme modernists didn't nullify the

past or tradition but asked for a creative and critical

approach to it.  It is Rumi rather than any modern

 



philosopher who is his guide (though he would reread him

in his own fashion). He is servile imitator of neither the

East nor the West but appropriates all the universes in

himself. His consciously chosen frame of reference was the

Quran though he self avowedly (he has confessed this in

one of his letters) saw through the Western eyes as well.

But his primary intention was always to defend religion and

have a secure place for umma.

 Given cracks in the metanarratives of modernity, failure 

of all predictions that religions will wane with the

fructifying of secular spirit, immense problems of spiritual

nature widely recognized today on many fronts from

environment disasters to violence to nihilism, failure of

attempts to displace religion from public sphere  and

widespread understanding that we must have religion

responsive to changing needs and problems, Iqbal's attempt

to speak to the modern mind and engage with both

traditional and modern epistemes in a manner that doesn't

betray the former and is sensitive to the deeper meaning of

the latter attains great urgency for our consideration.  I

 



conclude by recalling the influential living philosopher

Charles Taylor, the author of monumental A Secular Age,

who has recommended Iqbal for the modern world

grappling with secularizing thought currents while

searching for spiritual interpretation of the universe and

 spiritual democracy. 

Sheep Develement officer Hejin Bandipora



 



Samina Hafiz Khan

Ghalib And Iqbal: A Comparison

Abstract

   Both Ghalib and Iqbal are the versatile, thoughtful and 

world recognised poets, who wrote in  urdu as well as in

Persian. The purpose of the present paper is to situate both

of them in the proper context and try to examine their

respective philosophies as poets. Pertinently it is important

to underscore the point that Iqbal valued Ghalib highly and

there are several verses to vindicate that. In fact Iqbal

treated Ghalib as his master and there are critics who have

gone to the extent of saying that Iqbal is Ghalib's incarnate

as he took the mission of Ghalib to the logical conclusion,

that is to say, Ghalib left it to Iqbal to take Persian and

Urdu idiom to the new heights and we can see it as readers

that both of these languages attained new heights. . But it is

 



equally true that both of them had their own philosophies

as poets. It is generally said about Iqbal that he was a

philosopher and he poetised his philosophy while as Ghalib

 was a poet who philosophised his poetry. 

Key words: Inspiration, Influence, poetics, philosophy, 

variation.






                                                            (Iqbal , Kulliyat 26)

 Through you the secret was revealed to the human 

intellect. 

 That innumerable enigmas are solved by human 

intellect. 

 You were the complete soul, literary assembly was your 

body.

 You adorned as well as remained, Veiled from the 

assembly.  

                                                                   (Khalil ,Call 71)

 These are the verses written by Iqbal as a tribute to the 

 



genius of Ghalib in Bang-e-dara. Ghalib was always a

figure of fascination for Iqbal whose esteem has grown

over the years. Thus in Javed Nama while on a journey

through the skies, Iqbal arrives in the sphere of Jupiter,

where he meets Ghalib, Hallaj and Qurrat-ul-Ayn Tahira,

three pure spirits. To Iqbal, Ghalib shares with Hallaj and 

the lady of Iran a common feature to build a strong

foundation for a better future and calls them Atasishe naw.

 The influence of Persian culture on South Asia is varied 

and can be seen much in architecture, music, art, language

and literature. Urdu language and literature has notable

influence of this culture and most of the Urdu poets wrote

Urdu under this influence. In tracing the influences in

Ghalib's poetry, we need to recall the style which was

brought to India in the fifteenth century by Babar. The form

which flourished under this influence includes all the

prominent poets of sixteenth century like Urfi, Naziri, Faizi

etc. Novelty in verses was the dominating characteristic of 

this time. The poets of this period therefore  resorted to a

new form of diction that was articial and ornate.

 



 This elaborateness gave birth to a new kind of lyricism, 

more fanciful and less emotional in character. Mystical

ideas received a setback as it was an age of territorial

conquests and material prosperity. The Mughal empire was

in its full bloom and the urges of flesh and blood

dominated all minds. Ghalib based his art on the heritage

he received from the Mughal period, so his poetry

especially his ghazals have the same fanciful lyricism,

novelty of expression, skill and elaborateness which

marked the ghazals of the Mughal age.

 However it is equally true that Ghalib wasn't a mere 

imitator, his versatility and his poetry is a treasure house of

many experiences rich, wide and manifold. His poetry is a

picture of many influences Indian and Iranian origin

converging together on the blood canvass of his poetry and

transforming themselves into a higher form. Ghalib was a

learned man and he had read Naziri, Zuhiri, Urfi and Bedil

with special  interest  as they were his immediate

fore-runners. 

 Ghalib was versatile genius. He wrote masnawi, qasida 

 



and ghazal with equal grace and his command over all

forms of poetry was so amazing that it is difficult to say

where in he excelled. His ghazals however are marked by

originality and serious thinking. For Ghalib ghazal was not

just a collection of random observations  and disparte

emotional experiences expressed in independent verses,

linked by the rhyme only. But a composite emotional

experience with a basic unity of theme and idea. Ghalib

introduced many themes which includes glimpses from

reality, nature and abstract heavenly impression.

 Ghalib started writing poetry quite early. Poetry was the 

focus of his life and he felt that to be poet was his destiny.

In the poetic prose of his Persian letters he writes.

     'To polish the mirror and show in it the face of meaning- 

this too is a mighty work.

 The command of armies and the mastery of learning 

 is not for you.

 Give up the thought of being a darwesh,and set your

face in the path of poetry'.

   (Russell,Ghalib28)

 



 Ghalib started writing verses in a manner which ran 

contrary to the taste of his times. His vocabulary was

loaded, his thinking was bold and unfamiliar, his imagery

was wild and extravagant. The blending of form and

content and the harmony of imagery and melody are unique

features of his poetic diction. He gave his words and

symbols a new richness of meaning and significance which

was unknown to his contemporaries. Ghalib's verses were

not communicable to the people of his times. About it he

says in one of his verses ,




O God, you know I tried but failed

to make her understand my plea. So,

either give her a change of heart

or get a new tongue for me 

                                             (Issar ,Ghalib 80)

 The musical settings of his words together with the 

 



use of appropriate phrases, apt similies and sprightly

metaphors never fail to produce a melody that enchants us.

The glamour of his embellished diction dazzled the eyes of

people around and hence they could not appreciate the real

value of his poetry.








I look for neither praise nor prize

though to neither am I averse.

So, I care not for detractors who

don't find a meaning in my verse.

          ( Issar,Ghalib220)

 The result of this hostility was that he strove to keep 

himself away from the beaten track which makes him a

complex poet often referred as. Ghalib based his poetry on

the fire of deep emotion and thoughts and held in scorn

poets who wasted their energies over the subtleties of

rhetorical devices and figures of speech. He held poetry

 



basically to be an art, but, paradoxical though it may seem,

his greatness springs from the philosophy that is enshrined

in his art.

 The era to which Iqbal belonged was a period of 

political awakening, a period of new consciousness either

because of indigenous economic prosperity or because of

foreign freedom movements. The influence of these

changes was reflected in the early poetry of Iqbal. His

poetic formulations are integrally related to his vision of

life. Iqbal was not only outstanding poet and philosopher

who wrote poetry with a purpose, but also one who

produced poems containing some of the most artistic,

vivid, living and emotional pieces of imagery and excelled

in ghazal- writing in its purest form. Whatever would have

been the influences of Iqbal's verses but his claim that

poetry plays the role of prophecy was always present in it. 

Iqbal plays this prophetic role in various poems..In

Baang-i-Dara in the poem 'The Poet' he calls the poet as the

eye of the nation. He compares metaphorically poet with a

guide who can take his nation to a right path, to a visionary

 



who has insight about the future of his nation and much

more. The poet performs the same role in a nation's affairs

as the eye does in the body.

  




                                              (Iqbal,  Kuliyat 61)

 The elegant-styled poet is the nations' clear sighted eye.

 When any organ is afflicted with pain, the eye weeps. 

 How sympathetic to the world is the eye.  

                                              (Khalil,Call 120)

 Iqbal was highly conscious about the duty a poet has to 

perform. He has dwelt intensely with theme of writing

poetry with a purpose. In Asrar-i-khudi he compares poet

to khizr,

 



          

        

His thoughts dwell with the moon and the stars.

He creates beauty and knows not what is ugly.

 



He is a khizr, and amidst his darkness is the  Fountain of life.

 (Nicholson, Secrets 61)

      Iqbal's conviction as to organic relationship between 

poetry and" truth" in its vital aspect remain unchanged. His

poetical work always serves as an evidence of his use of

poetry as a medium to convey his philosophical thought.

But his philosophy never took melody of an artist from his

poe t ry .  Dr .  Ambiya Chakarvor thy Professor  of

Comparative Literature and Religion in Boston University

said about Iqbal,

"Iqbal was a great artist and a careful

craftsman. In the choice of his diction

he showed a remarkable sense of

beauty and proportion…….The

combina t ion  of  ha rd  -  ea rned

simplicity of expression and limitless

depth of feeling endowed his  later

mature poetry with a sense of

completeness and totality not easily

f o u n d  e v e n  i n  t h e  b e s t

 



poetry of any literature of the world."

                 (Rahim,Iqbal 244)

 He was truly and remains to be the poet of life and 

power , of movement and progress ,of striving and

attainment. His poetry is fully laid with prophetic mission

to give new ideas and messages to mankind.When Iqbal

started writing poetry it was largely under the influence of

classicism as far as form is concerned and ghazal was the

main form to be adopted. In the development of Urdu

poetry viewed as an organic process, Iqbal seems to

provide the necessary compliment to the works of Hali and

Azad. Both Hali and Azad initiated a reform movement

which sought to bring radical changes in Urdu poetry.

 This movement aimed at the enlargement of the area of 

the poets engagement with 'truth'. Poetry's everlasting bond

with 'truth' was demanded even at the cost of  total rejection

of some of the most precious elements of the traditional

poetic convention e.g. myths and archetypes that the poetry

of ghazal had evolved over a period of thousand years. A

thorough observation of Iqbal's poetry reflects the evolution

 



of his thought and philosophy in the course of his poetic

creativity. There is a marked evolution of new symbolic

and mythic patterns, the transformation of thought - feeling

combinations and gradual perfecting of a diction.In the

introduction of stray reflections, Dr Javid Iqbal writes in

the same context.  

 It is a part of the strangeness of the creative process 

that   periods of silence and retreat often seem to serve their 

own mysterious purpose. Beneath the surface calm of Iqbal

at this time there must have been violent storms. In the

following year, 1911, the poet erupted in his vigorous

protest to God, Shikwa. In this famous poem he proclaimed

his anger at the decadence of the Muslims , and in his rage

held God responsible for it. From this time onwards his

creative activity developed more and more, and almost

every year saw the production of another brilliant work.

The lyrical poet who sang of love and suffering was

gradually dying out and giving way to the philosopher and 

the moralist. ( Iqbal ,Stray 6)

 In Iqbal's early poetry we can find absence of certain 

 



erotic traditions which were replaced by philosophical

derivings. Iqbal slowly built up his discursive and

speculative system of thought during his early years. The

urge to ruminate and schematize always remained a

dominant part of his poetry. Iqbal's poetry is laid with

thematic variety. The most prevalent ones are the issues

related with life, nature, survival, progress, freedom,

conflict between reason and emotion, good and evil and

role of human beings in the universe. Iqbal's creative genius

can also be seen in the use of symbols and images in his

poetry. Iqbal derives his imagery from classical Persian

poetry, history and nature. The images like rose, moth,

candle, slave, and nightingale were traditionally used in

Urdu and Persian poetry. However, Iqbal showed a strong

predilection for contrast pair of abstract like love and

reason, Jamal and Jalal etc. These contrasting pairs form a

typical part of his poetry. 

 The substance of Iqbal's poetry is made up of ideas, the 

urge to philosophize which is present in his poetry right

from beginning and in this he is slightly different from

 



Ghalib. Iqbal wanted imagination to be supported by

'perfect thought' on the contrary Ghalib all his life was a

worshiper of words, seeing in them the ultimate instrument 

to reveal all meaning. 

 Ghalib's poetry has an intellectual vigour unparalleled 

in Indo - Iranian poetry but Ghalib himself had no claims to

philosophy. There is no ordered thought in Ghalib. Most of

his poetry reveals him as a Romantic, who disdains mere

thought and prefers to talk in terms of experience. He had

abstract way of looking at things. He is a poet of Romantic

revelation. Iqbal is a poet with a message .For the sake of

the message, Iqbal can sacrifice poetry. For Ghalib words

are the ultimate reality. 

 In Iqbal the philosopher was always in battle with the 

poet. Ghalib had no such conflicts as he had no desire to

explain the world, he was content to reflect it through his

consciousness. Iqbal on the contrary has a deep desire to

explain and conquer the world. He was also romantic at

heart but he prefers to repress his romanticism most of the

 time. 

 



     About the image of man which emerge from the poetry 

of both Iqbal and Ghalib. Iqbal is the poet of man

triumphant - Ghalib is a poet of man speculant or passive.

Ghalib's man was maddened who ultimately learns by

experience. Iqbal's  man is not defeated or in lost in 

abstract. 

 In the use of symbols also they vary in some way. 

Ghalib does not invariably require a mystic interpretation

of his symbols and has no defined philosophy which would

compel him to interpret his traditionally used symbols and

in contrast to it for Iqbal every poetic symbol represents a

certain religious or philosophic truth to be conveyed to the

reader. Ghalib had a greater breadth and freedom of

association and Iqbal a deeper tendency for a single theme.  

Conclusion 

 This paper is in part a tribute to the genius of Sir Iqbal 

which he was of his era and the influence of Ghalib in his

writings. Not only that but as we study the writings of both

these overtly diametrically opposite personalities, their

similarity of thought process is a fascination for critics and

 



for students like me. Their philosophies are so intricately

woven together so much so that it becomes difficult to

 separate the two
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Peerzada Gh. Rasool 

A STUDY OF IQBAL'S VIEWS ON
LEGISLATION IN ISLAM

 InIslam the head of the state which in technical terms is 

called Khalifah is a delegatedauthority to establish the

Islamiclaw (shariah) and his power is restricted by the

sovereignty of Allah. The Aim of implementation of

Islamic law is to realize the ideals of socio-political and

economic justice. A comprehensive legal system based on

Quran and Sunnahis required to achieve the principles of

justice, equality, solidarity and freedom.

       According to Iqbal the implementation of Islamic Law

in all the matters of community imparts stability to all

human beings. The establishment of Islamic state

necessities the enforcement of Islamic Sharriahas the basis

of all the laws of thestate. On the position of the legislation

of Sharriah laws in Islamic state, Iqbal was seriously

concerned and he wrote and spoke onit significantly. To

 



him Quran and Sunnah furnish a code of conduct for the

g u i d a n c e  o f  s o c i e t y .  I n  h i s  o w n  w o r d s :

The primary source of the law of Islam is the Quran. The

Quran, however, is not a legal code. Its main purpose is to

awaken men, thehigherconsciousness of his relation with

god and universe. No doubt, The Quran does lay down a

few general principles and rules of a legal nature, specially

relating to the family - the ultimate basis of social life. But

why are these rules made part of revelations, the aim of

 which is man's higher life.1

In his Rumz-i-Bekhudi, Iqbal says: 

 For mankind it (the Quran) is the last message,

Itsbearer (Muhammad) is blessing for the universe.2

He further says:

 Society achievesorganization through the divine code,

It becomes stable and eternal through strong organization.3

Having a firm faith in Quran and Sunnah as the basis of

Muslim Society, Iqbal was deeply concerned for the

construction of Islamic law to meet the challenges posed by

the modern economic, political and social developments. In

 



a letter to Maulana Sayyid Saulyman Nadvi he writes:

 It is my firm conviction, that he who critically reviews 

modern jurisprudence from the Quranic viewpoint,

reconstructs it and establishes the truth and eternality of

Quranic laws, would be the leader and pioneer of Islamic

renaissanceandthegreatest benefactor of humanity at

large….. This is the time for action, for in my humble

opinion; Islam today is on trial asnever in long range of

Islamic history it faced with such a challenge as the one

 that it besets today.4

 Iqbal was preoccupied with the reconstruction of 

Islamic Law for the legislation in Islamic state and his

contribution with regard to Ijtihad is very significant. In his

opinion the door of Ijtihad was closed for three reasons,

viz, to serve check against the disintegrate and confusing

influences of the Mutazilites secondly,  to meet the sufi

challenge which came in the form of obscurity of the social

vision. And finally the destruction of Baghdad which threw

Muslim world in the chaos ad confusion.As such the only

road to safety was found in strict adherence to the opinion

 



of the past authorities Iqbal thinks that it was advisable to

do so in the age of disintegrationwhenTaqlid is better that

Ij t ihad .  Ins i s t ing on  Taql id dur ing the  t ime  of

decadenceIqbal says:

 When the structure of life begins to decay, the nations 

take stability through Taqlid,

     Go through the way of forefathersfor their in lies strength.5

He further says:

 In the time of decadence, Ijtihad completes the people's 

disintegration.

 It is safer to follow those who have gone forth than the 

Ijtihad of so called claimants to knowledge who are

shortsighted.6

 Although Iqbal had recognized the utility and function 

of Taqlid, he thought that the situation has now changed.

New problems has arisen which call for new solution and

as such the door of Ijtihad must not remain closed as the

door was kept open by God, no one had right to

permanently keep it closed. He, therefore, asserts. 

 I have tried to explain the causes, which in my opinion, 

 



determined the attitude of Ulema; but since things have

changed and the world of Islam is today confronted and

affected by new forces set free by the extra ordinary

developments of human thought in all its directions, I see

no reason why this attitude should be maintained any

longer.7

 In this backdrop Iqbal undertook the critical study of 

the sources of Islamic law and showed that they contain

within them the potentialities of evolution for meeting

 newer situations.

 Like the traditional scholars he gives for sources of 

Ijtihad- Quran, Hadith, Ijma, Qiyas and threw light upon

potentialities they hold for future.

 The Quran is the first and basic source of law. Being 

the Divine Revelationit  gives eternal principle for human

guidance. These principles are the corner stones for Islamic

law, the very foundation of it. This Holy Book on the one

hand sets the basic eternal principles and on the other,

endows man with a new revolutionary outlook and

awakens in him a unique insight into life, so that he may

 



reform and refashion the entire field of life in accordance

with the spirit of Islam. To Iqbal formulation of a number

of legal systems, in the history of Islam, is within this very

dynamism of the Quran. Here Iqbal criticizes those Ulama,

who consider the finality of the legal schools of Islam and

deny the possibility of absolute Ijtihad (Ijtiahd-i-Mutlaq).

To him the Quran activates us for reinterpretation and

reconstruction of Islamic law in the changing situation of

the world. He observes:

 I see no reason why this attitude (of Taqlid) and the 

finality of the schools) should be maintained any longer.

Did the founders of our schools ever claim finality for their

reasoning and interpretation? Never!The claim of the

present generationof Muslimliberals to reinterpret

foundational legal principles, in the life of their own

experience and in the altered conditions of modern life, are

in my opinion perfectly justified. The teachings of Quran

that life is a progressive creation necessitates that each

generation, guided but unhampered by the work of its

predecessors should be permitted to solve its own

 



problems.8

 Iqbal urges for a serious attention towards the basic 

principles of Quran to seek the guidance in the present day

socio-economic crisis of life.

 Modern society with its bitter class struggle ought to 

set us thinking, and if we study our laws in reference to the

impeding revolution in modern economic life, we are likely

to discover in the foundational principles, hitherto

unnerved aspects which can work out with the renewed

 faith in the wisdom of these principles.9

 Hadith is the second great source of Islamic law; Iqbal 

regards the Sunnah of prophet, and his authentic tradition

as the real blinding force of Muslim society. He regarded

the authentic traditions as an indisputable authority in law.

 To him Ahadith (traditions) are to be divided into two 

categories legal and non legal. This method is meant to

make easier the information of Islamic law. According to

him, the traditions containing pre-Islamic customs were

prescribed for the specific concrete cases and are not thus

legal for future generations. About usage of pre-Islamic

 



Arab customs, Iqbal says:

 The sharia'at values (Ahkaam) resulting from this 

application (e.g, rules relating to penalties of crimes) are in

a sense specific to that people; and since their observance

is not an end in itself. They cannot be strictly enforced in

the case of future generations. It was perhaps in the view of

that Abu Hanifa, who had a keen insight into the universal

character of Islam, made practically no use of these

traditions. The fact that he introduced the principle of

"Istihsan" i.e. juristic preference, which necessitates careful

study of actual condition in legal thinking, throws further

light on the motives which determined his attitude towards

the source of Mohammedan law.10

 Iqbal concludes on the significance of Hadith as the 

source of law, by saying, it is impossible to deny the fact

that traditionists, by insisting on the values of concrete case

as against the tendency to abstract thinking in law, have

done a greatest service to the law of Islam. Further he holds

'a serious and critical study of traditions, says Iqbal may

still be of great help in understanding the life value of the

 



legal principles as in enunciated in Quran'.

     Ijma, the source of Islamic law say Iqbal, is the most

important legal notion of Islam. It consists in the consensus

of the Mujtahids on a point of law and such a consensus

becomes a permanent source of law. This is a process

through which new values are establishes and preserved in

Islam. This is the most important avenue of growth and

evolution of progress and development.

 Iqbal's opinion about Ijma is quit eliminating as he says 

that exercise of Ijma in view of current needs can best be

vested in Muslim legislative assembly rather than a singly

representative individual. He says; 

 The transfer of the power of Ijtihad from individual 

representatives of schools to a Muslim legislative assembly

which in view of the growth of opposite sects is the only

possible form of Ijma can take in modern times; will secure

contributing to legal discussions form layman who happens

to possess a keen insight in to affairs. In this way, we can

stir to activity the dormant spirit of life in our legal system,

and give it an evolutionary outlook. 11

 



 Allowing the both Ullama and modern lawyers for 

exercise of Ijma through legislative assemblies, Iqbal was

conscious of misleading and narrow interpretation of

non-Ullama and therefore insisted on the vital role of

Ulema in legislation. He says:

 The Ulema should form a vital part of Muslim legislative 

assembly helping and guiding free discussions on questions

relating to law. The only effective remedy for the

possibilities of erroneous interpretation is to reform the

present system of legal education in Mohammedan

countries to extend its sphere and to combine it with and

intelligent study of modern jurisprudence.12

 Qiyas is the last source of Islamic law and consists on 

the use of analogical reasoning in legislation. This is the

process through which the Islamic principles are applied to

local problems in the changing conditions. Iqbal mentions

the attitude of early jurists towards it. According to him,

Abu Hanifa made a great use of it. He says, Abu Hanifa

Used analogical reasoning when there was little or no

guidance from the precedents of traditions. He is of the

 



opinion that critical evaluation of Qiyas by the various

jurists, project it as a source of life and movement in the

law of Islam. Iqbal uses the word Qiyas as synonymof

Ijtihad.

 Qiyas as Shafi says, rightly is only another name 

ofIjtihad which, within the limits of revealed texts, is

absolutely free and its importance as a principle can be seen

from the fact that according to most of the directors, as

Qazi Showkani tells us, it was permitted in the lifetime of

the Prophet.13

 Iqbal's articulation of Islamic law and his views on 

Ijtihad gave a new string to Muslims to move ahead. By his

thoughtful discussions, he proved that Islam is a system

having the potentialities of growth an evolution to solve the 

problems of every age and generation.

 Iqbal's observation work as a synthesis between the 

Ulema and the Modernists. His views on Ijtihad and his

concepts of legislative assembly serve as groundworkto

solve some of the Islamic legal issues in the modern times.

Exhaustive literature has now been written on the subject.

 



All this is actually an extension on Iqbal's ground work. And 

to realize his lifelong dream of reforming and reconstructing  

Islamic law for Ummah in the modern 

times.14

 Thus according to Iqbal legislation in Islamic state by 

the process of Ijma through permanent and organized

institutions is best solution to the new problems in the

modern times. The representation of both the Ulema and

modern lawyers in legislative assemblies will help in

maintaining the balance to interpret and solve the

fundamental legal issues of Islam in the light of their own

knowledge and experience. Further this will serve as a

unifying element for the Muslim Ummah in the legal arena

and would constitute an essential step towards the

advancement.

 The  'legislative assembly' advocated byIqbal had been 

given due response in the Muslimworld. Most of the

leading Islamic countries have recognized its necessity and

vitality in their law making institutions. Iqbal's Views on

Ijma have been extensively adopted in Pakistan's

 



constitutions in its legalprovisions and judiciary of

Pakistanhas also endorsed it for the derivation of laws.

 It is because of Allama Iqbal's advocacy for Ijtihad that 

twentieth century witnessed a swift increase in the process

of Ijtihad in which Ullema and Madaris have taken part

actively. In this regard the establishment of Dar-ul-iffta is

an important development and now almost all Islamic

seminaries have established Dar-ul-ifta…Another landmark

development of twentieth century in this direction is the

establishmentofinstitutionsin Muslim countries for

collective Ijtihad.15
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Iqbal as an Antidote to the Spiritual Crisis: A Study 

Abstract                

 After the revival of learning during the period of 

Renaissancedifferent mechanical theories brought a

dangerous split of a modern man from his religious and

spiritual values. It led a man to ignore and blot-out reality

about the existence of soul from body to rise future

generation without even its concept and guide them to

extendedthemselvessolely to matter and its related earth

bound pleasures. To nurture this several agents being put

forth for the worldly success of a man in the form of

socialism, capitalism, Democracy, Nationalism so many

and so forth but in disguise this was merely a camouflage

under these 'isms'.These all were to inject modern man to

develop materialistically and this came out as a Western

propaganda to hide religious and spiritual domain -

 



significant dimension of man's life on earth to elevate self

for the life hereafter- from the eyes of future generation.

Iqbal due to his pragmatic philosophical discourse has

proved the adequate means to bring back the lost man on

the religious and spiritual path, therefore to act upon his

philosophy is an antidote and solution for the present crisis 

prevailing throughout the world.

Keywords: Western modernism, Post-Renaissance,

Body-soul dualism, materialism, split among mankind,

 spiritualism, present crisis, Remedy.

 It has been the history that a new period evolves either 

as a development or a rejection of its prior trends and

principles. Modernism in the West if seen at source from

Iqbalian point of view found its roots in matter when the

concepts like body-soul dualism came into existence. Thus

although the journey was begun on Descartes's body-soul

dualism, soul was slowly and gradually blotted out of

existence. The succeeding civilization began running more

and more around the axis of body. This bifurcation proved

so dangerous that it naturally led to the division between

 



 religion and state, private and public life.

 Iqbal was a modernist in his approach to religion and 

was out for reconstruction of religious thought in Islam as

is obvious from the titles of his lectures. He rejects what is

'stationary' and 'dead' in religion, for religion to him is a

living stream.Shaikh Mahmud Ahmad in his Pilgrimage of 

Eternity writes that:

 It would be somewhat difficult for a Western reader to 

understand Iqbal's objection to treating religion as a private

affair; and without a sympathetic grasp of it a substantial

portion of Iqbal becomes unintelligible…….Islam is at

once a religion, a social movement and a way of life. It,

therefore, cannot countenance any duality of the spiritual

and the temporal…….Iqbal feared that if under the cultural

impact of the West, Muslims assumed its orientation of

duality of the spiritual and the temporal, it would not only

sunder the contact of their life with the fountainhead of

their spiritual values, but would also stultify Islam as a

social movement and a way of life (Mahmud, 1961)".

 However, Iqbal cannot be called a Modernist in the 

 



sense of the Western Modernism, which is based on the

principles quite different from his philosophical leanings,

as Western modernism in the end is another track to lead

towards the realm of materialism, totally detached from the

domain of Spiritualism. Although Tyrell in his book

Christianity at the Crossroads provides a definition of

modernist as a, "Churchman of any sort who believes in the

possibility of a synthesis between the essential truth of his

religion and the essential truth of modernity (PP-5)" But

West has gradually sneaked out even from this synthesis by

chiseling out the religious portion from it and purely is

following the humanistic principles to modernize man

more in the worldly affairs and comforts which is purely

materialistic in nature.

 There are few modernists who share common views 

with Iqbal. Alfred FirmanLoisy criticizesthe German

scholar Harnack's view of Christianity as presenting a static

and dead view of religion which has nothing to do with

actual life. Loisyin L' Evangile et l' Englisesays, "why not

find the essence of Christianity in the fullness and totality

 



of its life, which shows movement and vitality just because

it is life (Eng. Tr.pp.16)." Iqbal also says during, 'the last

five hundred years religious thought in Islam has been

practically stationary (Iqbal,op. cit. ,  p.7)" Lucien

Laberthonniere another Modernist, more philosophic in his

approach, for him the aim of life is 'to give sense to life, to

human existence……' Philosophy for him is not 'a

collection of abstract propositions linked together and

d e r i ve d  f r o m c e r t a i n  a x i o ms  o r  f u n d a me n t a l

principles'(Beuvres, Vol.1, pp,1-2)on this point Iqbal will

agree with him, as for him the basic concept is "deed"

rather than "idea". Again Iqbal will agree with him

'Religious truths are of no value to us if they are merely

external they must be recreated in ourselves'. The external

formulations of belief are to be taken into experience and

their truth lived out there (Macquarrie,op. Cit.,p.183).Iqbal

quotes a Muslim Sufi as saying, "…no understanding of the

Holy Book is possible until it is actually revealed to the

believer just as it was revealed to the prophet (Iqbal, op.

Cit., p.181)". Laberthonniere believes in 'the prolongation

 



of the divine life into the life of man (Essais de

Philosophiereligieuse, P.xxvi)". And similarly for Iqbal the

divine and the human combine in man and, in the most

perfect way, in the Mard-i-momin (the Perfect Man).

 Edouard Le Roy, a disciple and successor of Bergson, 

and George Tyrrell, was among the main representatives of

Modernism in the British Isles. Tyrell makes a distinction

between static, abstract, intellectualized theology' and 'the

living, dynamic experience of religious beliefs, Tyrell has

laid stress on "its devotional and spiritual consequences'.

He says in LexOrandi, 'Beliefs that have been found by

continuous and invariable experience to foster and promote

the spiritual life of the soul must so far be in record with

the nature and the laws of that will-world with which it is

the aim of religion to bring us into harmony (pp.57)". The

promotion of spiritual life is one of the main concerns

found in the philosophy of Iqbal and it is the chief criteria

for the truth of a religious belief, as per him. 

 On the other side Post-Renaissancebrought with itself 

a shift, the revival of learning passed into the hands of the

 



West which had warm heartedly welcomed all the seeds of

abysmal materialistic agents that happily trampled over all

spiritual domains of life and found its overallpossession

and dominance in the age called Postmodernism. It

appeared as the full extension of those materialistic

elements that had found its eruption in the modern period.

In this regard Prof. G.R Malik has come out with more

clear view:

 ……. Revival of learning passed into the hands of the 

modern West was one of the most critical junctures of

human history. Unfortunately the Christian Church stood in

the way of the movement and persecuted many scientists

like Bruno and Galileo. This was natural as Pauline

Chr is t ian i ty  had  sanc t i f ied  many supers t i t ions

masquerading as knowledge e, like Ptolemy's astronomy,

by adopting them as the interpretation of certain Biblical

passages. Such superstitions failed to stand the test of the

new scientific discoveries which gave rise to the deplorable

conflict between Christian religion and science. The result

was that the new movement, already biased in favour of

 



materialism because of its origination from ancient Greek

science and philosophy, took an unmistakable antireligious

course. Before this, it had thrived under the tutelage of

Islam and would have proved a blessing for mankind had it

not fallen in the hands of modern Europe as a result of

Muslim decay (Malik, 2009, 16).

 Modern West steeped into matter by ignoring spiritual 

entities thus a child who took his birth into the lap of God

conscious civilization came to be nursed and brought up by

a God-less civilization as is quite obvious by humanistic

philosophies of the West which are atheistic and

materialistic in essence like Nietzsche's dethronement of

God, Positivist philosophy of August Comte, Darwin's

biology, Karl Marx's dialectical materialism, Freud's

psychoanalytic theory and Behavioristic theories of Pavlov

and others. On the other side Machiavelli in his book The

Prince a shamelessly utilitarian ethics dealing a death blow

to all spiritual values and turning morality upside down. In

contrary to that Iqbal's thought and philosophy to the

present mechanical age is solution to get rid of these

 



Western borne atheistic and body centered philosophies.

 In Iqbal's view man is not a mere animal whose 

venture of life begins and ends in the dust as is the general

view of Western Humanism; man is God's own deputy on

the earth (Khalifat al-Allah fi al-ardh),because he carries

the Divine spark in him (his soul). As God almighty,

according to the Quran, declares:

 "God has breathed in him from His own" (The holy

 Quran, Suratal-Sa'ad 27).

 The soul has to be developed on this earth so that 

human civilization has a spiritual direction and culminates

in higher and nobler phase in the life, Hereafter. In contrast

to this the Western Humanism does not insist on belief in

God and does not look beyond the terrestrial life and its

enrichment. Iqbal sees next life as a stage in the evolution

of a man and not a dead end. This evolution is possible

only by resisting the earth bound self-centered comforts

which gets its boost from various mechanical theories came

from the pen of Western modernists and post-modernists.

Iqbal was well determined to awaken modern man about

 



the temptations and evil effects of materialism as it brings

split and enmity among the unity of mankind as he himself

at one place admits:

 

   

     

Like Rumi I gave the call of adhan in the harem;

From him I learnt the mysteries of the soul

He for the tribulation of the ancient world

And I for the tribulation of the modern age 

(Iqbal, ArmganHijaz, p: 56)

 For Iqbal the universe that lies before us is neither 

absurd nor purposeless not merely material although its

purpose cannot be foreknown or predetermined as that

would amountlimiting the freedom of the absolute Ego i.e.,

God, and future from this point of view is an open

possibility. Iqbal rejects the materialistic thesis that reality

is merely material. In this view the Absolute Reality is

essentially spiritual but that in no way invalidates the world

 



of appearances because reality lives and is knowable

through appearances. While speaking of Einstein's Theory

of Relativity in the context of its implications for self and

spiritual reality, he forcefully asserts that "the surest way to

rea ch  the  co re  of  i t  ( re a l i ty )  l i es  th ro ugh  i t s

appearances"(AStudy in Iqbal'sPhilosophy,p. 400). This is

why the Quran again and again invites our attention to the

external phenomena which led to the empirical attitude of

the dynamic Islamic community in the early ages of Islam

and ushered in the age of science in the history of mankind.  

 Iqbal was a pulse reader due to his wisdom and 

knowledge, he was very anxious about the future of

mankind in general and of Muslims in particular as is

evident in Dr. Yusuf Husain khan's book Yadou Ki Dunya

where on the basis of his meeting with Iqbal he writes:

 Iqbal was very anxious about the future of Indian 

Muslims……. . Unless they have a separate state, their

religion and culture will be in jeopardy (Yusuf, 1976)".

 Iqbal was visionary and had a piercing mind. He 

analysed the plight of Muslim society and fully came to

 



know about the ills that infected its body. He clearly

understood the real impact of the Western culture and came

to conclusion that revolutionary change in the outlook of

the Muslims was the greatest need of the hour. He with the

help of his revolutionary poetry warned Muslims about the

aftermath effects if they ignored the great challenge of their 

time. He says:

 Yunaan-o- Misr-e-Roma sab mitgayeajahan se 

Abtakmagerhaibaakinaam-o-nishanhamara( Kulyat Iqbal,

Urdu).

 The countries like Greece, Egypt, Rome lost its 

grandeur and Civilization that they once had,

 Still our nations and civilization exists. (A clear 

Warning from Iqbal that we should notlet happen what had

 happened with those countries).

 Hence, this was the straight warning to the all nations 

of the world. Iqbal'sdiagnosis of the problem was that the

long period of cultural disintegration and the influence of

the modern West had destroyed the moorings of the

Muslim society. Muslims declined because they left Islam

 



and because they adopted an easy life of submissiveness

and inactivity. Under the spell of the West, their confidence

in their values was shaken and they began to ape the

Western ways of life. Moreover, an inferiority complex

developed in them and an estrangement between social life

and the religious values ensued. The influence of

non-Islamic Sufism further sapped the springs of activity

and Muslims became what they were.

 This was realistic appraisal of the situation and Iqbal 

harnessed all his energies to pull the Muslims out of this

mire of degeneration. Iqbal's poetry and thought played a

very significant role in freeing the Muslims of the

Sub-continent from much of their confused thinking and

giving them a consciousness of their identity as Muslims.

As he thought of a single alternative to save Muslims from

sweeping wave of matter and desires that was to create a

separate state where they can safeguard their culture and

religion. He made his poetry as means to awaken the

spiritually dead civilization that has been gradually about to

lost the existence of their roots. Iqbal in this sense from the

 



beginning has been predicting the aftermath effects of the

mechanical and materialistic over dominance over man.

Heput emphasis that political and social betterment of the

Muslims demanded that they should maintain their separate

identity in the political field. In his poetrythe love for his

motherland is crystal clear and a human approach to the

peoples of diverse faith and culture inhabiting this land and

not an attachment to "Nationalism" as a Western political

concept. On coming back to Lahore he joined the

provincial Muslim League because, as reported by Mirza 

Jalaluddin, it was the considered opinion of Iqbal that the

Muslims must have thei r  own separate poli t ical

organization and should in no case merge themselves in

any other political party. This was in 1908. In 1909, writing

to Munshi Ghulam Qadir Farrukh of Amritsar, Iqbal stated 

that Muslims and Hindus should keep their separate

national characters intact and that the idea of a common

Indian nation might look charming and romantic but was

totally impracticable. This was the lesson he had learnt

from the experience of the great Sayyid Ahmad Khan.

 



 Iqbal stood for Hindu-Muslim reconciliation but did 

not think Hindu-Muslim unity a practical proposition. His

whole political career was a vindication of the truth of his

vision that the Muslims must retain their identity and

should not fall prey to the illusion, however charming, of a

common nationality which would lead to their extinction as

a separate nation. In spite of pressures from different sides

on several occasions, he had the courage to stand by his

conviction. Even the emotional stress and storm of the

Khilafat movement could not sway him. Wedded as he was

to the ideal of a free India, to which his poetry bears ample

testimony, he never even once envisioned a state of affairs

in the Sub-continent in which the Muslims had a remote

possibility of losing their national existence.In his

Presidential Address at Allahabad in 1930, he clearly

expressed that the destiny of the Muslims of Subcontinent

lay in the formation of a consolidated Muslim State, was

the logical conclusion of all his efforts towards maintaining

the separate identity of the Muslims in this Sub-continent.

 Iqbal did not carry in heart a prejudice and hate for 

 



Western people but for the situation they were approaching

to which even crossed human limitations and brought man

equal with animals. As West primarily forgot to feed its

soul and made it to die, and encouraged others as well to

follow the same path under the impression of its

development in the mechanical zones. Iqbal vehemently

admires West for taking the cues and ideas from the

writings of Muslim scholars for its progress and

development. On the other side he regrets for the East that

could not recognize its potential and made no use of its rich

knowledge and culture. Iqbal does not hatred Western

people as some people in the West are thinking of the best

example is Auntie Doris, a German lady who used to take

care of Iqbal's children Javaid and Munira and was living

with them. In one of her interview available on

YoutubeMuniradaughter of Allama Iqbalstates that shewas

seven years old when Iqbal passed away so she often saw

her father in bed due to his illness. Muniraused to sleep

with her father in his bed, once when Iqbal'shealth

deterioratedAuntie Dorisasked Munira for going into her

 



room she denied and Iqbal told Auntie Doris for letting her

to spend more time with him.Munira about Auntie Doris

says, "She was like a mother to us (Interview, Youtube)".

There was not any personal relation of Iqbal with that lady.

There was Iqbal's one of friends, a professor at Aligarh who

had sent Auntie Doris to Iqbal for taking care of his

children.Auntie Doris had come to Aligarh to meet her

sister.This was a kind of intimacy between Iqbal's family

and that German lady. Therefore, Iqbal always protested

against the evil in the man not against the man himself.

 Iqbal has lived a serious and sensitive life and whole 

of his philosophic thought revolves round it which has

made him a pragmatic philosopher.In this regard JaganNath

Azad has very rightly said that:

 Iqbal is not contented to describe bare facts of life. He 

wished to ascertain their relation to experience in general

and thereby to get out its meaning and its  worth

(Azad,1999).

 Azad further views that to Iqbal the fundamental 

purpose of life was to "ensure the happiness of man

 



 through the co-operation of mankind (Azad, 1999)".

 To conclude it would not be out of place to mention 

that Iqbal always focused to write, to take man forward on

his journey to perfection and to set a stage of that journey.

Iqbal studied the Quran, Islamic traditions, Eastern mystics,

poets and literature, Western philosophies and poets,

besides he believed in an organic individuality where body

and soul, matter and spirit are unified. This made him

capable of distinguishing between soul consummating

entities and the soul elevating entities so this became the

main reason for him to denounce and condemn the

 body-centered philosophies of the West.
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